HOP OIL REMOVAL

CLEANING PROCEDURES

Breweries are growing exponentially and many are realizing that the practices they used in their
small brewery don’t work on a large scale.
And just to make things tougher, along come these new, crazy-high-hop-load beers. Sure they’re
popular, but they’re also incredibly hard to clean off of tanks. Who has the time (or the staff) for
all that hand scrubbing?
Alpha Chemical is here to help. We have developed a cleaning program based on patented
technology that can remove this problem - no questions asked.
These programs are based on new technology, grounded in the real world and time-tested
practices; put together and approved by a team with over 300 years of combined experience in
the Food & Beverage industry.
If you’re looking to up your game, you should first focus on:
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Ensuring that your sanitation

Composing sanitation standard

Inspecting every cleaning cycle.

program is working, and

operating procedures (SSOPs).

Your sanitation program is only as

following that program every

Federal compliance with the

good as your ability to test it.

time.

Food Safety Modernization Act

Whether that’s using Veracity’s

requires you to follow and

ability to self-indicate or your

document your SSOPs.

ability to test in the lab, make sure
you are inspecting everything.
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CLEANING PROCEDURE

HOP OIL REMOVAL
PROCEDURE:
Rinse
Alpha Sheen + Accelerate
Rinse
Veracity
Rinse until neutral pH
TIME:
20 minute chemical cycle / application
TEMPERATURE:

120-140°F

Acid Detergent
Moderate Alkaline Cleaner
Caustic Heavy Duty Alkaline

CONCENTRATION:
Alpha Sheen - 2-6 oz/gal
Accelerate - 1-2 oz/gal
Veracity - 1-3 oz/gal

*If using water heated above 160°F during CIP,
hop oil will bake onto surface.

Adopting this cleaning procedure will remove hop oil. However, hop oil is stubborn when baked on.
Baked-on hop oil can appear to have been removed after cleaning (see photo 3), but will reveal itself after
the surface has dried. (see photo 4)

Photo 1: Hop oil in kettle

Photo 2: Cleaner application

Photo 3: Post-cleaner application (wet)

Photo 4: Post-cleaner application (dry)
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CLEANING PROCEDURE

BAKED-ON HOP OIL REMOVAL
PROCEDURE:
Rinse
Veracity
(DO NOT Rinse)
Alpha Sheen
Rinse until neutral pH

OPTIONAL:
Add Powder Keg to increase the
mechanical action of the cleaning
process

TIME:
20 minute chemical cycle / application

CONCENTRATION:
Veracity - 4 oz/gal
Alpha Sheen - 4 oz/gal

TEMPERATURE:
140-160°F

*If using water heated above 160°F during CIP,
hop oil will bake onto surface.

No Rinse, Really?
Yes, we recommend a no-rinse cycle in between the acid and caustic for this application.
Why?
This prevents hop oil from resetting after the acid helped remove the hop oil.

Results?

Before: Remaining baked-on hop oil

After: “Holy shit!!”
-Shaun R.

Greater Good Imperial Brewing
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